Advanced gravitational wave detectors use suspended test masses to form optical resonant cavities for enhancing the detector sensitivity. These cavities store hundreds of kilowatts of coherent light and even higher optical power for future detectors. With such high optical power, the radiation pressure effect inside the cavity creates sufficiently strong coupling between test masses whose dynamics are significantly altered. The dynamics of two independent nearly free masses become a coupled mechanical resonator system. The transfer function of the local control system used for controlling the test masses is modified by the radiation pressure effect. The changes in the transfer function of the local control systems can result in a new type of angular instability which occurs at only 1.3 % of the Sidles-Sigg instability threshold power. We report experimental results on a 74 m suspended cavity with a few kilowatts of circulating power, for which the power to mass ratio is comparable to the current Advanced LIGO. The radiation pressure effect on the test masses behaves like an additional optical feedback with respect to the local angular control, potentially making the mirror control system unstable. When the local angular control system is optimised for maximum stability margin, the instability threshold power increases from 4 kW to 29 kW. The system behaviour is consistent with our simulation and the power dependent evolution of both the cavity soft and hard mode is observed. We show that this phenomenon is likely to significantly affect proposed gravitational wave detectors that require very high optical power.
Advanced gravitational wave detectors use suspended test masses to form optical resonant cavities for enhancing the detector sensitivity. These cavities store hundreds of kilowatts of coherent light and even higher optical power for future detectors. With such high optical power, the radiation pressure effect inside the cavity creates sufficiently strong coupling between test masses whose dynamics are significantly altered. The dynamics of two independent nearly free masses become a coupled mechanical resonator system. The transfer function of the local control system used for controlling the test masses is modified by the radiation pressure effect. The changes in the transfer function of the local control systems can result in a new type of angular instability which occurs at only 1.3 % of the Sidles-Sigg instability threshold power. We report experimental results on a 74 m suspended cavity with a few kilowatts of circulating power, for which the power to mass ratio is comparable to the current Advanced LIGO. The radiation pressure effect on the test masses behaves like an additional optical feedback with respect to the local angular control, potentially making the mirror control system unstable. When the local angular control system is optimised for maximum stability margin, the instability threshold power increases from 4 kW to 29 kW. The system behaviour is consistent with our simulation and the power dependent evolution of both the cavity soft and hard mode is observed. We show that this phenomenon is likely to significantly affect proposed gravitational wave detectors that require very high optical power.
I. INTRODUCTION
The direct detection of gravitational waves from colliding black holes and neutron stars opened a new window for studying the Universe. The first direct observation of gravitational waves from two merging black holes, named GW150914, was made by two Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) detectors on 14 th September 2015 1 . This was followed by four more binary black hole merger detections 2-5 and the first binary neutron star in-spiral detection 6 . As the detector sensitivity increases from instrumentation improvements, coming years will bring about a surge in detection of black hole and neutron star mergers, as well as other sources of gravitational waves, including supernovae. The initial detector array comprising two aLIGO 7 detectors and Advanced Virgo 8 is the start of a global array. The next addition will be the underground, cryogenic gravitational wave detector KAGRA, which is now nearing completion 9 . These advanced kilometer scale interferometers all use long Fabry-Pérot (FP) optical cavities, designed to contain high optical power up to 800 kW 7 . Current aLIGO has tripled the peak sensitivity and extended the detection bandwidth compared with the initial LIGO. The critical aspect to achieve high sensitivity is the high circulating power. The circulating optical power in the aLIGO FP arm cavities reached 100 kW 1 in the second observation run and it is expected to increase to 200 kW in the third observing run due to begin in early 2019. Higher power reduces the quantum shot a) jianliugw@gmail.com noise, but increases the radiation pressure in the detector. It also enhances the optomechanical coupling between the intra-cavity light field and the cavity suspended mirrors, leading to various potential instabilities [10] [11] [12] which can threaten the stable operation of the detector.
The test masses in advanced gravitational wave detectors must be controled by applying weak forces, to maintain the cavities on resonance. Control is normally achieved by a combination of 'local control' that uses local position sensing and actuation, plus 'global control' in which feedback signals are derived from various detector output ports. As a result of increased optical power, radiation pressure forces create strong coupling between the test masses, such that each test mass can no longer be considered in isolation.
A suspended cavity exhibits different dynamics in the presence of high radiation pressure and is susceptible to Sidles-Sigg (SS) instability 13 . It occurs when the optical spring induced negative torsional rigidity exceeds the positive torsional rigidity of the mirror suspension system. Fan et.al observed angular optical rigidity in a suspended cavity in 2009 14 . SS instability was observed in initial LIGO in 2010 15 . In 2016, Yutaro et.al reported observation of optical anti-spring effect in a 23 mg mirror FP cavity 16 . In these experiments it was shown that SS instability would occur if the radiation pressure force was large enough. Near-planar cavities are more vulnerable to SS instability than near-concentric cavities. Employing a negative cavity g-factor allows for maximised intra-cavity power, by minimising susceptibility to SS instability.
In this paper we report a new type of instability induced by the interaction between the local angular control system and radiation pressure, which has been observed on the high power 74 m suspended optical cav-ity at Gingin, Western Australia. When the cavity was locked using the PDH method 17 , the two mirrors are coupled by radiation pressure force, resulting two cavity modes named soft and hard mode. Radiation pressure force acts as an additional optical feedback, modifying the local mirror control transfer function. The interaction strength was observed to be proportional to the intra-cavity power. When the intra-cavity power reached a certain threshold, the control loops became unstable. This was due to a reduction of phase margin caused by the cavity hard mode shifting to higher frequency. Thus a control loop designed for low power operation was unable to cope with the new degrees of freedom that arose from the optomechanical coupling between the mirrors.
The conventional SS instability occurs when the cavity soft mode frequency reaches zero, but the instability reported here can happen at a much lower power level if the initial control system design does not consider the interaction between the hard mode and the control loops. It becomes essential that the control loops should be either designed to prevent both cavity soft mode and hard mode instabilities in the first place or to be adaptive to intra-cavity power.
II. SIDLES-SIGG INSTABILITY MODEL
To better understand the instability we observed, we summarise the theory of SS instability below. When a suspended cavity is locked, the high power resonating light acts as an optical spring and couples the two mirrors. The cavity exhibits two different angular modes in the presence of any mirror misalignment, illustrated in Fig. 1 . In one case, the radiation pressure stiffens the angular motion and hence to increase the angular frequency of the mirrors. In the other case, the radiation pressure softens the mirror angular motion and reduces the reduce the mirror angular frequency.
These two distinct modes of motion are called the cavity hard mode and soft mode, respectively. Without consideration of the control system, the hard mode is always stable since the radiation pressure induced torque is working in-phase with the natural pendulum mechanical restoring torque. However the soft mode can become unstable, as the radiation pressure on the suspended mirror works as an optical anti-spring on the mirror. If the radiation pressure torque is greater than the intrinsic restoring torque due to the local angular control system, the cavity soft mode frequency will be shifted to zero, and thus the cavity will be unstable.
Assuming that a simple FP cavity is slightly misaligned from its optimal position and the radiation pressure force of the off-centerd beam can be regarded as a point force. The differential equation that describes the dynamics of the suspended mirrors in this cavity is with,
where θ 1,2 represent the angular motion of the two mirrors. The two mirrors have the same damping γ and the angular resonant frequency ω 0 since they are suspended and controlled in the same way. The Ω 2 term represents the radiation pressure effect on the mirror where P represents intra-cavity power, L, the cavity length, I, the moment of inertia of the cavity mirrors, and c, the speed of light. The g-factor is defined by g 1,2 = 1−L/R 1,2 with R 1,2 representing the radius of curvature of two mirrors.
The eigenvalues of Ω can be written as
,
where the subscripts h and s of Ω are no longer representing the two individual mirrors but the angular modes of the cavity which we call hard and soft mode illustrated in Fig. 1 . The torsional spring constant of a suspended mirror, regarded as a torsional pendulum, is K p = Iω 2 0 , and the optical torsional spring constant due to radiation pressure in the suspended cavity is K rp,i = IΩ 2 i , (i = h, s). The total torsional spring constant K total in the system is now modified to
K total determines the stability of the pendulum angular modes. If K total > 0, there will always be a restoring torque to bring the torsional spring to its equilibrium position. However, if K total < 0, the suppressed restoring torque will generate an anti-torsional-spring, causing the pendulum angular mode to become unstable. We know that in order to sustain stable Gaussian beam resonance in a simple two-mirror cavity, the g-factors are confined by 0 < g 1 g 2 < 1. If we apply this criterion to Eq. (3), we can determine that K rp,h is always positive and K rp,s is always negative. The sign of K rp indicates whether the radiation pressure torque is working with or against the original restoring torque. The cavity hard mode corresponds to K rp,h is statically stable. The soft mode associated with K rp,s has the potential of becoming unstable, as radiation pressure reduces the total stiffness of the torsional pendulums. SS instability occurs when K rp,s −K p . This only depends on the intra-cavity power P since other parameters are constants for a cavity whose geometry is fixed. The unstable threshold power P thr can be expressed as
If we apply this SS instability criterion to our Gingin cavity with the parameters listed in the Table. I, the threshold power for yaw mode is P thr,yaw = 305.5 kW. Theoretical calculations have shown that the SS angular instability threshold power for our mirror yaw mode is about 300 kW. However, we observed an angular instability at only 1.3% of this threshold. By monitoring the 1.7 Hz yaw mode amplitude from the optical lever and the intra-cavity power from the cavity transmission photo detector, it was observed that when the intra-cavity power exceeded a threshold power about 4 kW, the yaw mode rang up exponentially, as seen in Fig. 2 .
The time constant of the yaw mode amplitude ring-up depends on the intra-cavity power. The data of ring-up curves shown in Fig. 2 was filtered with a 1.7 Hz band pass filter to isolate the yaw mode. The filtered ring-up curves were then fitted with an exponential function to obtain the ring-up constants ,τ , for different intra-cavity powers. The ring-up time and the associated intra-cavity Hz mode measured from the optical lever. When the power reaches a threshold, the yaw mode begins to ring up. Subsequent lowering of the intra-cavity power causes the mode starts to ring down. Three different yaw mode ring-ups occur at different intra-cavity power levels. The ring up is faster when the intra-cavity power is higher.
power were then fitted to determine threshold power using
where τ is the ring-up time constant and P is the average intra-cavity power during the ring-up time. Parameters a and b are related to the local control of the yaw mode, which can be fitted with respect to the ringup time and intra-cavity power data. The threshold power is the power when the ring-up time is infinite, which is P thr = (−b/a) 2 . In our case a = 0.064 ± 0.096, b = −0.126 ± 0.208 with 95% confidence and the fitting R 2 is 0.994, indicating that P thr is about 4 kW. This low threshold power angular instability sets a limit on the intra-cavity power, which in turn limits our ability to work on experiments studying parametric instability that require higher optical power. Moreover, this is not the original SS angular instability, because the intra-cavity power is significantly lower than the SS angular instability threshold power as calculated in the previous section. The instability we observed here does not arise from the soft mode frequency reduced to zero. Instead, we observed an instability that arises from the interaction between the SS effects on the soft and hard modes; and the mirror control loops.
IV. ANGULAR CONTROL SYSTEM
The mirrors of our cavity are suspended from the control mass stage via four high quality factor niobium wireflexure modules 19 . This control mass stage is suspended from a three-stage pendulum, which is in turn suspended from a 3D low frequency pre-isolator. An optical lever is used for directly sensing of the mirrors pitch and yaw motion. While several shadow sensors located at the control mass provide additional sensing. These sensing signals are processed by a digital signal processor with built-in filter banks and fed back to the coil-magnet actuators to alter the control mass in different degrees of freedom. In this way the static position of the optic is maintained and the mirror suspension pitch and yaw modes are damped. In this paper we consider the yaw mode in detail and assume that there is no coupling between different degrees of freedom.
The same angular control is applied locally on both suspended mirrors. The feedback control schemes are necessary to damp mirror motion in order to easily achieve cavity locking. When the cavity is not locked, the two mirrors' local control systems are independent and stable. If the cavity is locked, the two mirrors are coupled by radiation pressure. There will be a resultant radiation pressure torque acting as a parallel control loop and adding to the local control, illustrated as the orange curve in Fig. 3 . This would modify the mirror angular control loop transfer function.
The yaw mode control block diagram in our system is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The mechanical control part (blue) is always applied and the radiation pressure effect part (orange) is only valid when the cavity is locked. We first measured the open loop response of the mirror yaw local mechanical control system without locking the cavity. We injected an external excitation signal (Ext) to add with the original optical lever signal. The summation signal is sent to the control system for angular control. We simultaneously recorded signals from two test points A and B which are located just upstream and downstream of the excitation signal. With the cavity unlocked, we can measure the OLTF of the control system in the absence of radiation pressure effect, which can be written as
where the G local is the product of transfer functions of several subsystems such as the photo-detector response, actuator response, filter banks and the effects of the upper three-stage pendulums.
FIG. 4.
Gingin mirror yaw motion control loop OLTF. The blue curve is the yaw OLTF measured when we observed the yaw angular instability with about 4 kW threshold power. The orange curve is the yaw OLTF after we changed the filter settings and improved the control.
The original OLTF is the blue curve in Fig. 4 with the peak at 1.7 Hz being the mirror yaw mode. Two unity gain frequencies (UGFs) are located around the resonance peak at 1.45 Hz and 1.85 Hz with phase of -136 degrees and 15 degrees respectively. By changing the control gain settings and bandwidth and frequency of filters in the digital filter bank, we obtained the improved OLTF with enhanced phase margin, as illustrated in the orange curve of Fig. 4 . As it can be seen, the new UGFs are now 1.27 Hz and 1.90 Hz and the new system phase margin is about 40 degrees.
When the cavity is locked, the optical part in the block diagram becomes valid. We measured the radiation pressure modified OLTF and found that after the improvement illustrated in Fig. 4 , our cavity stability is now no longer limited by 4 kW threshold power. We increased the intra-cavity power up to 14 kW, the cavity was well locked and stable. This means that the angular instability we observed previously is caused by the poor phase margin of the original control loop and radiation pressure effect reduces the system phase margin. We measured the OLTF with different intra-cavity power levels and the results are shown in Fig. 5 .
The interaction between local control loop and radiation pressure effect can be clearly seen. When the cavity is locked, the two mirrors are coupled and the yaw control loop is no longer affecting individual mirror locally, but is instead acting on cavity angular modes as described in the SS model. As the power increases, the yaw mode splits into two which are interpreted to be the cavity soft and hard modes. The soft mode shifts to lower frequency slowly and will theoretically be shifted to zero at 305 kW, whilst the hard mode shifts to higher frequency more rapidly as intra-cavity power increases. If the power is high enough, the gain of soft mode peak will be below 0 dB. However the gain of hard mode peak will be above unity gain, assuming a reasonable phase margin the system will be stable.
If we look carefully at the phase curve in Fig. 5 , we can find out that the OLTF phase curves of different powers overlap with each other after the higher frequency UGF of the hard mode, meaning the phase margin will still follow the original phase curve. This indicates that the phase margin will be zero again if the UGF reaches 2.7 Hz. The added interaction due to radiation pressure modifies the control loop such that the phase margin is reduced, making our system susceptible to instability. If we want our system to be less vulnerable to high power angular instability, we need to have a larger phase margin at higher frequencies, or modify the control filters as the power is increased.
V. SIMULATION
To analysis the radiation pressure effect on the control system and predict the unstable power threshold, we simulated the system response to radiation pressure using SimuLink, enabling us to analyse the system in both time and frequency domain. The completed SimuLink model is shown in Fig. 6 . We first fit our mechanical control open loop measurement data to a continuous transfer function model. The transfer function model blocks in Fig. 6 represents the local controls. Without laser power, the whole model can be simplified into two independent parts for two mirrors (named ITM and ETM) individually. In our model, both mirrors use the same transfer function block for local control since the measured open loop response for both mirrors are actually the same. In this model the radiation pressure effect parts are represented using two subsystems. The two subsystems couple individual mirror angular motion together and form cavity soft and hard modes which are as described in the SS instability model.
A chirp signal is added with ITM yaw which is the same as the Ext signal shown in Fig. 3 . Control torque and radiation pressure torque are added with mirror torsional pendulum natural restoring torque to create the new mirror response. Damping is defined according to the pendulum Q-factor (we use Q = 100 in the simulation). Two Simulink Linear Analysis points are allocated to the chirp signal and ITM yaw to help us obtain the frequency response of the system. Simulink Linear Analysis Tool gives the closed loop response bode diagram of the system at different values of optical power input. The closed loop transfer function is converted to an OLTF to compare with the measurements.
Simulation results fit with the measurement data quite well. The simulation also predicts the threshold power will be 29 kW, which is shown in the black dotted curve in Fig. 7 . The phase at UGF (around 2.7 Hz) in the curve is about zero, this is consistent with our prediction that the system will be unstable when the phase at UGF is reduced to zero due to interaction between local control and radiation pressure effect.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the dynamics of a suspended cavity is modified by the radiation pressure forces which can lead to an angular instability at a much lower intra-cavity power level than the SS instability. This new type of angular instability was observed in a 74 m suspended optical cavity. The interaction between the local control loop and radiation pressure alters the local control loop transfer functions in such a way that the phase margin is reduced and causes an instability.
Simulation results based on Simulink fit with the measurement data well and the threshold power can be predicted. It is also possible to empirically predict how prone a cavity is to this instability from direct OLTF measurement, by observing the zero phase frequency that the hard mode will eventually reach. The instability threshold power can be enhanced by improving the local control phase margin. In our system, optimising the local control loop phase increases the threshold power from 4 kW to about 29 kW.
aLIGO-like suspended cavities with negative g-factor are intrinsically more susceptible to the reported instability, but careful design and tuning of the local angular control loops will help achieve higher threshold power. For aLIGO and future detectors, if we don't take this effect into consideration in the first place and modify the controls according to the intra-cavity power level, instability would occur much earlier.
When the hard mode frequency shifts to close to the detection band, the angular control loop bandwidth will need to be increased to the detection band in order to maintain stability. Unfortunately, the broadband angular control loop would couple extra noise from the angular sensing. It is necessary to keep the hard mode frequency much lower than the detection band frequencies by increasing the test mass size or weight.
For current aLIGO with ∼ 200 kW circulating power, the hard mode frequency will be ∼ 2 Hz, it should not be a problem to optimise the control loop to maintain in the subsystems determines the optical torsional spring strength. The cavity pole effect is also included in this subsystem model. the stability. When operating at the design power ∼ 800 kW, the hard mode frequency will shift to ∼ 4 Hz, it will be more difficult to keep it stable without noise injection at ∼ 10 Hz.
This work would provide useful information for angular control loop design for future gravitational wave detectors. 
